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Magnetic helicity tensor for an anisotropic turbulence
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The evolution of the magnetic helicity tensor for a nonzero mean magnetic field and for large
magnetic Reynolds numbers in an anisotropic turbulence is studied. It is shown that the isotropic
and anisotropic parts of the magnetic helicity tensor have different characteristic times of evolution.
The time of variation of the isotropic part of the magnetic helicity tensor is much larger than
the correlation time of the turbulent velocity field. The anisotropic part of the magnetic helicity
tensor changes for the correlation time of the turbulent velocity field. The mean turbulent flux of
the magnetic helicity is calculated as well. It is shown that even a small anisotropy of turbulence
strongly modifies the flux of the magnetic helicity. It is demonstrated that the tensor of the magnetic
part of the α-effect for weakly inhomogeneous turbulence is determined only by the isotropic part
of the magnetic helicity tensor.
PACS numbers: PACS number(s): 47.65.+a, 47.27.Eq
I. INTRODUCTION
The magnetic helicity A(t) ·H is a fundamental quan-
tity in magnetohydrodynamics because it is conserved in
the limit of infinite electrical conductivity of the medium,
where H = ∇ × A(t) is the magnetic field and A(t) is
the magnetic vector potential. In addition, the topolog-
ical properties of magnetic field are determined by the
magnetic helicity (see, e.g., [1, 2]). In developed magne-
tohydrodynamic turbulence the mean magnetic helicity
〈a·h〉 is conserved as well in the limit of infinite magnetic
Reynolds numbers and zero mean magnetic field, where
h and a are fluctuations of the magnetic field and the
magnetic vector potential, respectively (see, e.g., [1, 2]).
The magnetic helicity tensor χij = 〈ai(x)hj(x)〉 deter-
mines the tensor of the magnetic part of the α-effect.
The latter is of fundamental importance in view of mag-
netic dynamo (see, e.g., [1, 2, 3]). In spite of the great
importance of this quantity, a dynamics of the magnetic
helicity tensor for an anisotropic turbulence is poorly un-
derstood.
In the present paper the equation for the magnetic he-
licity tensor for an anisotropic turbulence and a nonzero
mean magnetic field, and for large magnetic Reynolds
numbers is derived. It is shown that the isotropic and
anisotropic parts of the magnetic helicity tensor have dif-
ferent characteristic times of evolution. The time of vari-
ation of the isotropic part of the magnetic helicity tensor
is much longer than the correlation time of the turbulent
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velocity field. On the other hand, the anisotropic part
of the magnetic helicity tensor changes for the correla-
tion time of the turbulent velocity field. This anisotropic
part is determined only by the turbulent magnetic dif-
fusion tensor. The mean turbulent flux of the magnetic
helicity is calculated as well. It is shown that even small
anisotropy of turbulence strongly modifies the flux of the
magnetic helicity.
II. THE EQUATION FOR THE MAGNETIC
HELICITY: SIMPLE APPROACH
First, we derive an equation for the magnetic helicity
for an anisotropic turbulence by a simple consideration.
The induction equation for the magnetic field H is given
by
∂H/∂t =∇× (v ×H− η∇×H) , (1)
where H = B + h, and B = 〈H〉 is the mean magnetic
field, v = V+ u, and V = 〈v〉 is the mean fluid velocity
field, η is the magnetic diffusion due to electrical conduc-
tivity of fluid. The equation for the vector potential A(t)
follows from the induction equation (1)
∂A(t)/∂t = v ×H− η∇× (∇×A(t)) +∇ϕ , (2)
where H =∇×A(t), and A(t) = A+ a, and A = 〈A(t)〉
is the mean vector potential, ϕ = Φ˜ + φ is an arbitrary
scalar function, and Φ˜ = 〈ϕ〉. Now we multiply Eq. (1)
by a and Eq. (2) by h, add them and average over the
ensemble of turbulent fields. This yields an equation for
the magnetic helicity χ = 〈ap(x)hp(x)〉 :
∂χ/∂t = −2〈u× h〉 ·B− 2η〈h · (∇× h)〉 −∇ · F˜ , (3)
2where F˜p = Vpχ − χpnVn + 〈a × u〉 × B − η〈a × (∇ ×
h)〉 + 〈a × (u × h)〉 − 〈hφ〉. Electromotive force for an
anisotropic turbulence is given by
〈u× h〉 = VDM×B+ αˆB− ηˆ∇×B (4)
(see, e.g., [4, 5]), where ηˆ ≡ ηˆmn = (ηppδmn − ηmn)/2,
and ηmn = ηδmn + η˜mn, and η˜mn = 〈τumun〉, and
(VDM)n = −∇mη˜mn/2 is the velocity caused by the tur-
bulent diamagnetism, and αˆ = αmn = α
(v)
mn + α
(B)
mn , and
the tensors α
(v)
mn and α
(B)
mn are given by
α(v)mn = −[εmji〈τui(x)∇nuj(x)〉
+εnji〈τui(x)∇muj(x)〉]/2 , (5)
α(B)mn = [εmji〈τhi(x)∇nhj(x)〉
+εnji〈τhi(x)∇mhj(x)〉]/(2µ0ρ) . (6)
Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3) we obtain after simple
manipulations an equation for the magnetic helicity:
∂χ
∂t
= −2η
(
∂2χ
∂xp∂yp
)
r→0
+ 2ηmnBm(∇×B)n
−2αˆmnBmBn −∇ ·F , (7)
where we used an identity 〈h · (∇ × h)〉 =
(∂2χ/∂xp∂yp)r→0, and r = x− y. The second and third
terms in Eq. (7) describes the sources of the magnetic
helicity. Therefore, the mean magnetic field B, the mean
electric current ∝∇×B and the hydrodynamic helicity
are the sources of the magnetic helicity. The first term in
Eq. (7) determines the relaxation of the magnetic helic-
ity with the characteristic time T which depends on the
molecular magnetic diffusion η. This time is given by
T−1 =
2η
χ
(
∂2χ
∂xp∂yp
)
r=0
. (8)
The characteristic relaxation time T of the magnetic he-
licity is T ∼ τ0Rm, i.e. it is much longer than the cor-
relation time τ0 = l0/u0 of the turbulent velocity field,
where u0 is the characteristic turbulent velocity in the
maximum scale of turbulent motions l0. The last term in
Eq. (7) describes the turbulent flux F of the magnetic
helicity which will be calculated in Section III. Equation
(7) in the case of an isotropic turbulence coincides with
that derived in [6] (see also [7, 8]).
III. THE EQUATION FOR THE MAGNETIC
HELICITY TENSOR: METHOD OF PATH
INTEGRALS
In this section we derive an equation for the magnetic
helicity tensor. To this purpose we use a method of
path integrals (see, e.g., [5, 9, 10, 11]). This method
allows us to derive the equation for the tensor χij =
〈ai(x)hj(y)〉r→0 :
∂χij
∂t
= −2η
(
∂2χij
∂xp∂yp
)
r=0
− 2η˜np
(
∂2χnj
∂xp∂yi
)
r=0
+
∂
∂Rp
(εjplα
(v)
ls χis − Vpχij + Vlχljδip)
+
∂Vj
∂Rp
χip − ∂Vp
∂Ri
χpj + 2α
(v)
is hsj
−α(v)ks hskδij + εispSphsj + Iij (9)
(for details, see Appendix A), where R = (x+y)/2, and
Iij = α
(v)
is BjBs − α(v)ks BkBsδij + εikl〈τulb〉BkBj
+2εkliη˜lpBk(∂Bj/∂Rp) + Jij , (10)
and hij = 〈hi(x)hj(x)〉, and η˜ij = 〈ui(x)uj(x)〉, and
Si = 〈ui(x)b(x)〉, and ϕ˜j = 〈φ(x)hj(x)〉, and Jij =
εlpjα
(v)
ls 〈(∂ai/∂xp)hs〉 + ∂ϕ˜j/∂Ri − 〈(∂hj/∂xi)φ〉, and
b =∇ · u. Equation (9) is derived for the case ∇η˜ij = 0.
We use here the δ-correlated in time random process to
describe a turbulent velocity field. The results remain
valid also for the velocity field with a finite correlation
time, if the second-order correlation functions of the mag-
netic field and the magnetic helicity vary slowly in com-
parison with the correlation time of the turbulent velocity
field (see, e.g., [9, 12]). We also take into account the de-
pendence of the momentum relaxation time on the scale
of turbulent velocity field: τ(k) = 2τ0(k/k0)
1−p, where p
is the exponent in spectrum of kinetic turbulent energy,
k is the wave number, k0 = l
−1
0 . Equation for χ = χpp
follows from Eq. (9):
∂χ
∂t
= −2η
(
∂2χ
∂xp∂yp
)
r=0
+ 2ηˆmnBm(∇×B)n
−2α(v)mnBmBn +∇p[εpmnχnsα(v)ms
+Vmχmp − (4/3)Vpχ] (11)
(see Appendix A), where hereafter ∇p = ∂/∂Rp, and
we used the gauge condition for the mean vector poten-
tial η˜sp∇pAs = 0. For an isotropic turbulence (η˜mn =
η˜δmn/3) the gauge condition is given by ∇·A = 0. The
last term in Eq. (11) describes the turbulent flux of the
magnetic helicity Fp = εpltχtsα
(v)
ls + Vsχsp − (4/3)Vpχ.
The mean turbulent flux of the magnetic helicity depends
on the tensor of hydrodynamic helicity α
(v)
ij and the mean
fluid velocity V. Comparison of Eq. (11) [which was de-
rived by the path integral method] with Eq. (7) [which
was obtained by the simple consideration] shows that
these two approaches arrive to the similar equation after
the change α
(v)
mn → αmn. Note that the mean turbulent
flux of the magnetic helicity F cannot be calculated by
the simple consideration.
The tensor χij can be presented in the form χij =
χδij/3 + µij , where the anisotropic part of the mag-
netic helicity tensor µij has the following properties:
µpp = 0. For the calculation of the second spatial deriva-
tive (∂2χij/∂xp∂yp)r=0 we use the tensor χij(k
(1),k(2))
in k-space:
χij(k
(1),k(2)) = −5[(kppδij − kij)(χ∗/5
−kmnµnm/2kpp)− µimkmj − kimµmj
+kppµij + kmnµnmδij)]/8pik
2 , (12)
3where
χij(x,y) =
∫
χij(k
(1),k(2)) exp{i(k(1)x
+k(2)y)} d3k(1) d3k(2),
and kij = k
(2)
i k
(1)
j . The tensor χij(k
(1),k(2)) satisfies the
identities k
(1)
i χij(k
(1),k(2)) = 0 and χij(k
(1),k(2))k
(2)
j =
0. These identities correspond to the conditions∇ ·a = 0
and∇·h = 0, respectively. Using Eqs. (8), (12) and (B1)
[see Appendix B] we rewrite Eq. (11) for the magnetic
helicity in the form
∂χ/∂t+ χ/T +∇p(Vpχ) + 2α(v)mnBmBn
−2ηˆmnBm(∇×B)n = ∇p(µsf εfplα(v)ls + Vsµsp) . (13)
Equation (13) implies that the characteristic relaxation
time T of the isotropic part of the magnetic helicity ten-
sor is T ∼ τ0Rm, i.e. it is much longer than the cor-
relation time τ0 = l0/u0 of the turbulent velocity field.
Equations (9) and (13) yield the equation for the tensor
µij :
η∗jpµpi + 8η
∗
ipµpj − 3µij − 3δijη∗pmµmp = (7/10)(3η∗ij
−δij)χ+O(τ0/T ) , (14)
where η∗ij = η˜ij/η˜pp. We neglected here small terms
∼ (τ0/T ) and ∼ τ0B2. It follows from Eq. (14) that the
anisotropic part of the magnetic helicity tensor is deter-
mined only by the turbulent diffusion tensor. Therefore,
the the characteristic time of evolution of the anisotropic
part µij of the magnetic helicity tensor is of the order
of τ0, i.e., it is very small. Solving Eq. (14) in the
basis of the eigenfunctions of the matrix η∗ij we obtain
µij = 0 when i 6= j, and µ11 = µ1χ, and µ22 = µ2χ,
and µ33 = −(µ1 + µ2)χ, where η∗ij = 0 when i 6= j, and
η∗11 = η1, and η
∗
22 = η2, and η
∗
33 = 1− (η1 + η2), and
µ1 =
(
7
30
)
ε22 − (ε1 − ε2)2/3
ε1ε2 + (ε1 + ε2)2/3
,
µ2 =
(
7
30
)
ε21 − (ε1 − ε2)2/3
ε1ε2 + (ε1 + ε2)2/3
,
and η1 = 1/3 + ε1 and η2 = 1/3 + ε2. In the case of
one preferential direction (ε1 = ε2 ≡ ε 6= 0) we obtain
µ1 = µ2 = 7/30. When ε = 0 the anisotropic part of
the magnetic helicity tensor µij = 0. In the case of one
preferential direction (say, in the direction e), Eqs. (13)
and (14) yield
∂χ/∂t+ χ/T +∇p(V effp χ) + 2α(v)mnBmBn
−2ηˆmnBm(∇×B)n = 0 , (15)
where Veff = 23V/30 + 7(e ·V)e/10− 7(e×D)/15, and
the vectorDm = α
(v)
mnen. Equation (15) implies that even
small anisotropy of turbulence (Rm−1 ≪ ε≪ 1) strongly
modifies the flux of the magnetic helicity.
For a weakly inhomogeneous turbulence the magnetic
part of the α-tensor is given by
α(B)mn(r = 0) ∼
2χ
9ηTµ0ρ
δmn ≡ α(B)δmn (16)
(see Appendix C), where α(B) = 2χ/(9ηTµ0ρ) and χ =
χ(R). This implies that the tensor for the magnetic part
of the α-effect for weakly inhomogeneous turbulence is
determined only by the isotropic part of the magnetic
helicity tensor. Thus, the evolutionary equation for the
magnetic part of the α-effect in this case is given by
∂α(B)
∂t
+
α(B)
T
+
1
ρ
∇p(V effp α(B)ρ)
= − 4
9ηTµ0ρ
[α(v)mnBmBn − ηˆmnBm(∇×B)n] , (17)
where we used Eqs. (15) and (16).
IV. DISCUSSION
We have shown here that an anisotropy of a fluid flow
strongly modifies the turbulent transport of the magnetic
helicity. In particular, even small anisotropy of turbu-
lence significantly changes the mean flux of the magnetic
helicity. It is given by F = Veffχ. Indeed, if we consider,
e.g., a small anisotropy of turbulence: ε ∼ Rm−β (where
β < 1), then the vector Dm = α
(v)
pp em/3 + O(Rm
−β).
When the mean velocity V is normal to the vector e
(which is typical for astrophysical applications) we ob-
tain Veff ≈ 23V/30. Therefore, a very small anisotropy
∼ Rm−β changes the mean flux of the magnetic helicity
to 25 percents. This result is associated with an existence
of a small parameter Rm−1 which is the ratio of the re-
laxation times of anisotropic and isotropic parts of the
magnetic helicity tensor. Note that the mean magnetic
field is the main source of the magnetic helicity. For zero
mean magnetic field the magnetic helicity is very small
[15].
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE
EQUATION FOR THE MAGNETIC HELICITY
TENSOR
We use a method of path integrals (and modified
Feynman-Kac formula) (see, e.g., [5, 9, 10, 11]). The
solution of the induction equation (1) with the initial
conditionH(t = t0,x) = H0(x) is given by the Feynman-
Kac formula Hi(t,x) = M{Gij(t, t0)H0j [ξ(t, t0)]},
4where the function Gij is determined by the equation
dGij(ts, t0)/ds = NikGkj with the initial condition Gij =
δij for ts = t0. Here M{·} is a mathematical expecta-
tion over the ensemble of Wiener paths, ts = t + s, and
Nik = ∂vi/∂xk− δikb, and the Wiener path, ξt ≡ ξ(t, t0)
is given by ξt = x −
∫ t
t0
v(ts, ξs) ds +
√
2ηw(t), where
wt is a Wiener process. This method allows us to get
Hi(t+∆t,x) :
Hi(t+∆t,x) ≃ Hi(t,x) +M
{
qi(x)∆t
+pi(x)(∆t)
2 +
√
2ηQin(x)
∫ ∆t
0
wn dσ} (A1)
(see Appendix in [5]), where Qin = Hj∇nNij −
(∇mHi)(∇nvm), and
qi = Hm∇mvi − vm∇mHi − bHi
+ηwmwn∇m∇nHi(∆t)−1 ,
pi = (1/2)Hn[∇m(vi∇nvm − vm∇nvi)−∇n(bvi)
+δin∇m(bvm)] +∇mHn(bvmδin − vm∇nvi
+vk∇kvmδin/2) + (1/2)vmvn∇m∇nHi ,
Now we use the following identity [∇×(ηˆ∇×H)]k =
∇i(Hn∇nη¯ki − Hi∇nη¯nk − η¯in∇nHk), where ηˆ ≡ ηˆij =
(η¯ppδij − η¯ij)/2. This identity can be derived as fol-
lows. Consider the vector Ek = ∇i(Hn∇nη¯ki) =
∇i∇n(Hnη¯ki), where η¯ki is an arbitrary symmetrical ten-
sor, and we use the condition ∇ ·H = 0. Now we change
n → i and i → n. This yields Ek = ∇n∇i(Hiη¯kn)
= ∇i(Hi∇nη¯kn + η¯kn∇nHi). Using this equation we
calculate the vector Ck = ∇i(Hn∇nη¯ki − Hi∇nη¯nk −
η¯in∇nHk) = ∇i(Hi∇nη¯kn + η¯kn∇nHi − Hi∇nη¯nk −
η¯in∇nHk) = ∇i[(η¯nkδis − η¯inδks)∇nHs]. Now we in-
troduce the tensor ηˆ ≡ ηˆij = (η¯ppδij − η¯ij)/2. Using
the identity εkimεjnsηˆmj = η¯nkδis − η¯inδks we obtain
Ck = [∇×(ηˆ∇×H)]k. Note that the multiplication of the
latter identity by εkitεfns yields the definition of the ten-
sor ηˆij . Therefore, these calculations yield the above iden-
tity. Note that η¯mn is an arbitrary symmetrical tensor.
When η¯mn = Wmn (where ∇Wmn = 0), these identities
yield [∇×(Wˆ∇×H)]k = −Win∇i∇nHk. We also use an
identity vi∇nvk = [εikpα¯(v)pn +δknS¯i−δinS¯k+∇n(vkvk)]/2
(see [5]) where α¯
(v)
mn = −(εmjivi∇nvj + εnjivi∇mvj)/2,
and S¯m = vm(∇ · v) − ∇n(vnvm)/2. Using these equa-
tions we obtain Qin = εitm∇t(εtpsHp∇nvs), and
qi = εitm∇t[εmlsvlHs − η(wpwpδmn
−wmwn)(∇×H)n]/(2∆t) , (A2)
pi = (−1/4)εitm∇t[εmlsHs∇p(vlvp)− 2α¯(v)mnHn
+(vpvpδmn − vmvn)(∇×H)n] . (A3)
Equations (A1), (A2)-(A3) yield an equation for the vec-
tor potential A(t) :
A
(t)
i (t+∆t,x) ≃ A(t)i (t,x) +M{Qi(x)∆t
+Pi(x)(∆t)
2 +
√
2ηSin(x)
∫ ∆t
0
wn dσ}
+∆t∇iϕ , (A4)
where H =∇×A(t), and Sin = εipsHp∇nvs, and
Qi = εifkvfHk − η(wpwpδil
−wiwl)(∇×H)l/(2∆t) . (A5)
Pi = (−1/4)[εilsHs∇p(vlvp)− 2α¯(v)in Hn
+(vpvpδin − vivn)(∇×H)n] , (A6)
and ϕ is an arbitrary scalar function which depends on
the gauge condition.
Now we introduce a two-point correlation func-
tion χ
(xy)
ij = Aij − Ai(t,x)Bj(t,y), where Aij =
〈A(t)i (t,x)Hj(t,y)〉, and A(t)i = Ai+ai, and Hi = Bi+hi,
and A = 〈A(t)〉, B = 〈H〉, where equations for the
mean fields A and B are given by ∂Bm/∂t = L
(B)
mnBn,
and ∂Am/∂t = L
(A)
mnBn+∇mΦ˜, and L(A)sj (x) = εsmjVm+
α
(v)
sj − ηˆsmεmpj∇p, and L(B)ij (x) = εips∇pL(A)sj (x). Equa-
tions (A1), (A2)-(A6) yield
∂Aij/∂t = L
(B)
js (y)Ais + L
(A)
ik (x)Hkj
+N
(xy)
ijksHks + φij , (A7)
where φij = 〈(∇iϕ(x))Hj(y)〉, and Hij = 〈Hi(x)Hj(y)〉,
and
N
(xy)
ijks = α
(xy)
is δkj − α(xy)ks δij + εikfS(xy)f δjs − εiskS(xy)j
+ εifk
(
∂η˜jf
∂ys
− ∂η˜pf
∂yp
δjs − 2δjsη˜(xy)fp
∂
∂yp
)
,
and
α(xy)mn = −[εmji〈τui(x)
∂uj(y)
∂yn
〉
+εnji〈τui(x)∂uj(y)
∂ym
〉]/2 ,
S(xy)m = 〈τum(x)b(y)〉 − (1/2)(∂η˜mn/∂yn)
η˜(xy)mn = 〈τum(x)un(y)〉 , η˜mn = (η˜(xy)mn + η˜(yx)mn )/2 ,
and v = V + u, and V = 〈v〉, and b = ∇ · u. These
tensors satisfy an identity
〈τui(x)∂uk(y)
∂yn
〉 = [εikmα(xy)mn + δknS(xy)i
−δinS(xy)k +
∂η˜ki
∂yn
]/2
(see, e.g., [4, 5]). Similarly we introduce α
(yx)
mn and S
(yx)
m :
α(yx)mn = −
[
εmji〈τ ∂ui(x)
∂xn
uj(y)〉
+εnji〈τ ∂ui(x)
∂xm
uj(y)〉
]
/2 ,
S(yx)m = 〈τum(y)b(x)〉 − (1/2)(∂η˜mn/∂xn) ,
5which satisfy an identity
〈τ ∂ui(x)
∂xn
uk(y)〉 = [εikpα(yx)pn + δknS(yx)i
−δinS(yx)k +
∂η˜ki
∂xn
]/2 .
By means of Eq. (A7) we derive an equation for the
tensor χ
(xy)
ij
∂χ
(xy)
ij
∂t
= L
(B)
js (y)χ
(xy)
is + L
(A)
ik (x)hkj +N
(xy)
ijks hks
+N
(xy)
ijksBk(x)Bs(y) + 〈(∇iφ(x))hj(y)〉 , (A8)
where hij = 〈hi(x))hj(y)〉. Equation for the tensor χ(yx)ij
follows from Eq. (A8) by the change x→ y and y → x.
Now we introduce a symmetrical tensor: χij = (χ
(xy)
ij +
χ
(yx)
ij )/2. Consider the case ∇η˜mn = 0. Now we derive
equation for the tensor χij(r = 0) using Eq. (A8). The
result is given by (9). For derivation of Eq. (9) we use
the following identities:
Nijkshks = α
(v)
is hsj − α(v)ks hskδij + εispSphsj + 2η˜mp
∂2χmj
∂xp∂xi
− 2η˜pn ∂
2χij
∂xp∂xn
, (A9)
L
(A)
is (x)hsj + L
(A)
is (y)hjs = α
(v)
is (x)hsj + α
(v)
is (y)hsj + η˜pn
(
∂2χ
(xy)
ij
∂xp∂xn
+
∂2χ
(yx)
ij
∂yp∂yn
)
+ Vs
(
∂χ
(xy)
sj
∂xi
+
∂χ
(yx)
sj
∂yi
)
− Vs
(
∂χ
(xy)
ij
∂xs
+
∂χ
(yx)
ij
∂ys
)
, (A10)
L
(B)
js (x)χ
(yx)
is + L
(B)
js (y)χ
(xy)
is = εjpl
(
∂
∂yp
(α
(v)
ls χ
(xy)
ip ) +
∂
∂xp
(α
(v)
ls χ
(yx)
is )
)
−
(
∂Vp
∂xp
+ Vs
∂
∂xs
)
χ
(yx)
ij
−
(
∂Vp
∂yp
+ Vs
∂
∂ys
)
χ
(xy)
ij + χ
(yx)
ip
∂Vj
∂xp
+ χ
(xy)
ip
∂Vj
∂yp
+ η˜pn
(
∂2χ
(xy)
ij
∂yp∂yn
+
∂2χ
(yx)
ij
∂xp∂xn
)
, (A11)
The tensor α
(v)
mn = (α
(xy)
mn + α
(yx)
mn )/2. We used here that
(
∂χ
(yx)
is
∂xp
+
∂χ
(xy)
is
∂yp
)
r=0
= 2
(
∇pχis − 〈 ∂ai
∂xp
hs〉
)
.
The latter identity can be derived as follows.
(
∂χ
(yx)
is
∂xp
)
r→0
=
(
〈∂hs(x)
∂xp
ai(y)〉
)
r→0
=
(
∂
∂xp
〈hs(x)ai(y)〉 − 〈 ∂ai
∂xp
hs〉
)
r→0
= ∇pχis − 〈(∂ai/∂xp)hs〉 .
For the derivation of Eq. (11) we used the following
identities:
εilkη˜lpBk∇pBi = −ηˆimBi(∇×B)m −Bi∇i(η˜sp∇pAs) ,
and ϕ˜p = −Vpχ/3+O(l20/l2B), where lB is the character-
istic scale of the mean magnetic field variations, l0 is the
maximum scale of turbulent motions, and l0 ≪ lB.
APPENDIX B: THE DERIVATION OF EQ. (13)
We use here the two-scale approach (see, e.g., [13, 14]).
Indeed, let us consider, for example, a correlation func-
tion
〈ui(x)uj(y)〉 =
∫
〈ui(k(1))uj(k(2)) 〉 exp{i(k(1) · x
+k(2) · y)} d3k(1) d3k(2)
=
∫
f˜ij(r,K) exp(iK ·R) d3K
=
∫
fij(k,R) exp(ik · r) d3k ,
where f˜ij(K, r) =
∫ 〈ui(k + K/2)uj(−k +
K/2)〉 exp(ik · r) d3k, and fij(k,R) =
∫ 〈ui(k +
K/2)uj(−k + K/2)〉 exp (iK ·R) d3K, and R =
(x + y)/2, r = y − x, K = k(1) + k(2), k =
(k(2) − k(1))/2, and R and K correspond to the large
scales, and r and k describe the small scales. Using Eq.
(12) we obtain
η∗mp
(
∂2χij
∂xm∂yp
)
r=0
= τ−10
[
χ
10
(3η∗ij − δij)
+
1
7
(η∗jpµpi + 8η
∗
ipµpj − 3µij − 3δijη∗pmµmp)
]
, (B1)
where χ(r = 0) =
∫
χ∗ exp(iK ·R) d3K d3k and µij(r =
0) =
∫
µ∗ij exp(iK ·R) d3K d3k, and χ∗ = χ∗(k,K) and
µ∗ij = µ
∗
ij(k,K). In order to obtain Eq. (B1) in r-
space we used the transformations: ik(1) → ∂/∂x and
6ik(2) → ∂/∂y, and we assumed a weak inhomogene-
ity of the magnetic helicity, i.e., we neglected the terms
∝ O(K) in Eq. (12). We also used the realisability con-
dition for the magnetic helicity (see, e.g., [1]), i.e., we
assumed that the spectral densities χ∗ and µ
∗
ij ∝ χ are
localized in the vicinity of the maximum scale of turbu-
lent motion l0. In order to derive Eq. (B1) we used the
following integrals:
Yijmn ≡
∫
kikjkmkn
k4
sin θ dθ dϕ =
4pi
15
(δijδmn
+δimδnj + δinδmj) ,∫
kikjkfksktkr
k6
sin θ dθ dϕ =
1
7
(Yfstrδij + Yjfsrδit
+Yifsrδjt + Yjfstδir + Yifstδjr + Yijfsδtr − Yijtrδfs).
Equations (B1) and (11) allow us to obtain Eq. (13).
APPENDIX C: THE MAGNETIC PART OF THE
α-EFFECT FOR WEAKLY INHOMOGENEOUS
TURBULENCE
In this Appendix we derive a formula for the magnetic
part of α-effect for weakly inhomogeneous turbulence.
We show that this tensor is determined by the trace of
the magnetic helicity tensor. The tensor α
(B)
mn for the
magnetic part of the α-effect is determined by Eq. (6).
Now we calculate
εmji〈τhi(x)∇nhj(y)〉 = −εmjiεlqi
∫
τ(k(2))k
(2)
l k
(1)
n
×〈aq(k(2))hj(k(1))〉 exp[i(k(1) · x
+k(2) · y)] dk(1) dk(2) =
∫
τ(k(2))(k(2)m k
(1)
n χpp
−k(2)p k(1)n χmp) exp[i(k(1) · x+ k(2) · y)] dk(1) dk(2) ,
where χmn = 〈am(k(2))hn(k(1))〉. Since k(2) = k +K/2
and k(1) = −k+K/2, we obtain
α(B)mn (r = 0) =
1
µ0ρ
∫
τ(k)[kmknχpp −Kp(knχmp
+kmχnp)−KmKnχpp/2 +KpKnχmp
+KpKmχnp] exp[iK ·R] dk dK , (C1)
where ρ is the fluid density, and µ0 is the magnetic per-
meability. Equation (C1) implies that the main contri-
bution to the tensor for the magnetic part of α-effect
is from the trace for the magnetic helicity tensor, i.e.,
α
(B)
mn(r = 0) ∼
∫
τ(k)kmknχpp(k,R) dk/µ0ρ. Now we as-
sume that χpp(k,R) ≃ χpp(k,R), i.e., the trace of the
magnetic helicity tensor in k space is isotropic (it is in-
dependent of the direction of k). Therefore, α
(B)
mn (r =
0) ∼ δmn
∫
τ(k)k2χpp(k,R) dk/(3µ0ρ), where we used
that
∫
(kmkn/k
2) sin θ dθ dϕ = (4pi/3)δmn. The spectrum
function of the magnetic helicity is given by
χ(k,R) = χ(R)
c
4pik2k0
(
k
k0
)−q
,
c = (q − 1)
[
1−
(
k0
kχ
)q−1]−1
,
where the wave number k is within interval k0 < k < kχ,
and χ(R) =
∫
χ(k,R)dk, and k0 = l
−1
0 . The correlation
time is τ(k) = 2τ0(k/k0)
1−q. The integration in equation
for α
(B)
mn(r = 0) yields
α(B)mn(r = 0) ∼
χ(R)(q − 1)
9(2− q)ηTµ0ρ
[(
kχ
k0
)4−2q
− 1
]
×
[
1−
(
k0
kχ
)q−1]−1
δmn , (C2)
The realisability condition causes kχ ≃ k0, i.e., the mag-
netic helicity is localized at the maximum scale of turbu-
lent motions (see, e.g., [1, 2]). Therefore Eq. (C2) yields
(16).
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